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 PART ONE MINUTES  
OF THE FERMAIN ACADEMY LSB 

Date   10th March 2022, 4.30 pm 

Venue The Fermain Academy, Macclesfield 

 
 

Governors 
present: 

Rob Halsall RH (Chair),  
Ruth Roberts RR (Co-opted Governor) 
Deb Gibson DG (Co-opted Governor) 
Emma Sandbach (Deputy Headteacher, representing the headteacher) 
Nic Brindle NB (CEO The Yes Trust) 

Apologies: Eleanor Wyborn (Co-opted Governor) 
Helena Smith (Co-opted Governor) 
Deb Baldwin (Staff Governor) 
  

In attendance: Chris Heptinstall (Director of Business) 
Alex Royle (Fermain Academy Learning Mentor – RSE Lead) 
Clair Watson (The Yes Trust HR Manager acting as meeting clerk) 

 
Start time: 16.30 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 1 

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 

Discussion: It was noted that CH would present a finance report and AR would present to the LSB 
regarding RSE.  AR and CH were moved to the beginning of the agenda to speak first. 
 
 

Decision: Resolved: Accept apologies and change the agenda 
 

 

AGENDA 
ITEM 2 

PART ONE MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING  9th NOVEMBER 2021 AND REVIEW OF 
THE ACTION LOG 

Discussion:  
Amendment to the draft minutes.  In agenda item 1, it states incorrectly that Ruth Roberts 
would present on the RSE curriculum. 
 
Governors confirmed the part one minutes and reviewed the action log.   
 

 Health and Safety visit has been conducted by RH 

 Policy Calendar – NB has worked with RH and the Trustees to change the calendar 
and hugely reduced the number of individual policies to be reviewed at LSB level. 

 RH has developed a governor and trustee handbook looking at abbreviations and 
acronyms in education to support incoming governors and trustees. 

 RH has circulated meeting dates 
 
Carried forward – RH is still reviewing/ working on a governance display to explain the 
purpose of the LSB and Trust Board. 
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Decision: Resolved: Part One Minutes of the meeting held on 9th November 2021 – approved 
 

 

AGENDA 
ITEM 3 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Discussion The Chair asked Governors to declare any new conflicts of interest. 
 
It was noted and agreed that there were none 

Decision: No conflict of interest noted, meeting to proceed 

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 4 

 
RSE CURRICULUM PRESENTATION 
 

Discussion:  
AR introduced the Youth Engagement Police Officer Andy Cornall. Andy explains role, 
describes some of the issues affecting our students and describes how he has built 
relationships with students over time.  The LSB thanked Officer Cornall for his dedication and 
support. 
 
AR gave a broad and interesting presentation re RSE and how it is taught at The Fermain 
Academy including the commitment to spend 2 hours every week rather than teach RSE over 
stand-alone days throughout the year as often happens in mainstream. 
 
AR demonstrated Jigsaw our current content provider and his significant efforts to adapt 
materials and lesson plans to make them suitable and relevant for our students.  Jigsaw is 
about to cease providing content. 
 
AR shared his plan to move from AQA assessment to a more bespoke MCFE pathway which 
will allow for recognition and accreditation even where students join us in year 11/ part way 
though the course.  The idea is that topics will be run as blocks of learning and mixed 
(appropriate) groups of students will participate. Paper based draft of the learning blocks that 
will form a bespoke RSE curriculum was supplied to Governors. 
 
AR concluded by restating our aim is to support our students to develop into functioning, 
thoughtful members of society.   
 
Q. RR – Can you tell us more about this bespoke curriculum and how it works? 
 
A. AR – I would start assessing students with a baseline questionnaire and use this data to 
understand gaps in knowledge and learning and allocate lessons/ groups as appropriate. 
 
 
Q.  DG – Can you tell us why you favour MCFE over AQA assessment? 
 
A.  AR – It allows students to progress at their own pace, ensures every student can be 
assessed for their specific gaps in knowledge, ensures every student completes the course 
with a qualification and progress can be monitored and celebrated.  
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AR finished with a guest appearance he’d arranged from Ricky Tomlinson extoling the virtues 
of AR’s approach in character as Jim Royle as a noteworthy end to this important subject. 
 
The LSB thanked Alex for his hard work and commitment to our students. 

 What Who When 

Action N/A   

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 5 

FINANCE 

Discussion:  
The Chair invited CH to present his report which had been circulated in advance of the 
meeting (this remains available to review on GVO.) 
 
CH took the LSB through the headline figures in the report which is reporting a healthy 
surplus despite spending on infrastructure.   
 
CH took the LSB through the funding breakdown which details more student placements but 
with more complex needs and Covid catch-up funding. 
 
The school has recruited a full time Pastoral Support Officer, Tom Aldridge and a qualified 
Food Tech Teacher, Emerald Muschamp.   
Staff members Sam Boyd (humanities) and Elisse Frobisher (art) have also obtained QTS 
with the support of school and moved to the main pay scale.   
 

 
 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 6 

MEMBERSHIP OF THE LSB 

Discussion:  
RH shared he would be supporting Sir John Deane’s College as a Parent Governor.  This is a 
good opportunity to share best practice. 
 
RH shared some updated about current LSB members: 
 
HS is taking a sabbatical 
EW is unable to continue as a governor 
Phil (previously discussed parent governor) has delayed his start date. 
 
RH describes other contacts from local professional people he is currently pursing on behalf 
of the LSB.  The vacancy is also listed on Inspiring Governance with the aim of having 6-7 
LSB governors. 
 

Decision: Resolved:  

 What Who When 

 N/A   
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AGENDA 
ITEM 7 

 
COVID UPDATE (ES) 

Discussion:  
3 days learning was lost pre Christmas due to an outbreak as advised by the health protection 
team. 
 
The Fermain Academy continues to follow Cheshire East guidelines of 5 days off following a 
positive test results.  This continues to impact both staff and students. 
 
There is no routine testing although there is an adequate supply of tests where they are 
requested.   
 
The current emphasis is to balance safety with a minimised disruption to learning. 
 

 

AGENDA 
ITEM 8 

SCHOOL PERFORMANCE (ES) 

Discussion:  
LSB referred to the performance data sheet across all areas of study. 
 
Q.  RR – Has maths been impacted disproportionately by Covid? 
 
A.  ES/ NB – Generally there has been anxiety and disruption to learning.  In addition to this, 
maths as a subject causes anxiety.  There have been interventions put in place for example, 
yr 11, where they have finished other subject work, they are able to view and participate in 
loom lessons, working through particular problems/ focussing on specific skills. There is also 
access to Mymaths App.  Students are engaging well with the interventions. 
 
Q.  RR – Why is there a notable underperformance by girls in maths? 
 
A.  ES – Our cohort of girls suffer significantly with anxiety particularly around maths. We 
address this via the interventions described above and providing personalised maths lessons. 
 
Q.  RH – Have we done maths lesson observations?  
 
A.  ES – Yes.  We have identified there are parts of maths lessons that could be improved 
however overall teaching is good.  We are planning more peer to peer assessments to 
support each other.  For example, Alex Royle is a great role model for generating and 
maintaining student engagement.  DG agrees that maths is one of those subject students 
often feel they fail in.   
 
Q.  RH – Who are the math’s teachers?  
 
A.  ES – Rebecca Salmon leads the subject and James Jackson and Tara Dalton support and 
cover functional skills. 
 
Q.  RH – What about students who are low across the board? 
 
A.  ES – Our data suggests this is linked to attendance where we are consistently intervening.  
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ES also highlighted a number of barriers to learning the teaching and support staff are 
addressing.  ES also highlighted new students.   
 
Q.  DG – can we keep the data drop for comparison purposes. 
 
A.  This was agreed. 
 
Then LSB shared that they appreciated the printed version. 
 
Q.  RH – Our attendance target is 90% should we adjust the target given the average for AP 
is 52% 
 
A.  NB – Our target is aspirational (we are currently at 76%) however we do not want to adjust 
it down. 
 
Q. DG – How do you manage to get students in when they were school refusers at their 
previous schools? 
 
A.  ES/NB – focus on their basic needs first.  Make sure they feel safe, warm, clean clothes, 
food and invest in the environment so they feel like they are being invested in. 
 
RH expresses his appreciation of the staff’s approach to reaching out to all our students and 
doing whatever it takes to get the students to attend. 
 
NB agrees and reiterates the need to be aware of all our marginal gains with our students. 
 
ES shared case study re student HP and how the school have worked with his family to 
ensure attendance and engagement.  It is hope HP’s mum will consider being a parent 
governor. 
 

 

AGENDA 
ITEM 9 

MONITORING OF THE QUALITY OF TEACHING AND THE PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF STAFF 

Discussion:  
ES shares we are currently in our appraisal window now at the 6 month review point and 
reviews are being conducted with staff. 
 
Q.  DG – Do learning mentor’s teach 
 
A.  ES – Yes, in a supported way.   Those with degrees sometimes go on via the assessment 
route to obtain Qualified Teacher Status.    
 
 

 What Who When 

Action N/A   

 
 
 

AGENDA GOVERNOR VISITS 
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ITEM 10 

Discussion: RH shared he had participated in a learning walk with ES spending some time in English, 
Maths, Science and Geography.  It has given him an increased understanding of the learning 
age of our students. 
 

 What Who When 

Action Write up the learning walk 
(March 2022) 

RH In time for next meeting 

    

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 11 

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN/ SEF 

Discussion:   
ES shares highlights under the development plan headings and the Chair invited questions on 
SDP/ SEF documents. 
 
School is currently pursuing the IQM (Inclusion Quality Standard) 
 
School is currently planning an in school parents event and showcase evening.  LSB to be 
invited. 
 
ES is looking for networking opportunities.  DG offers to contact ES re Just Drop In training 
opportunities. 
 
 

Action: What Who When 

 Share showcase/ parents 
evening dates with LSB 

 
ES 

 
As soon as dates have been 
agreed. 

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 12 

POLICIES 

Discussion:   
The next policy to review before our next meeting on 16th June 2022 is the Behaviour Policy.  
This will be available on GVO. 

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 13 

GOVERNOR TRAINING 

Discussion:   
LSB members need to refresh their Safeguarding and Prevent before 30th June 2022 (a 
recent certificate from another setting will be acceptable) 
 
LSB members to complete their Skills Audit before 1st June 2022 
 

Action: What Who When 
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LSB Prevent training and 
skills audit 

LSB members June 2022 

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 16 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

Discussion:  N/A 

 
 

AGENDA 
ITEM 17 

MEETINGS 

Discussion:   
Next meeting, Thursday 16th June 2022, 4.30pm. 
 
 
Actions summary: 
 
LSB Members to ensure they have completed Prevent/ Safeguarding Training on EduCare or 
via their home organisations by 30th June 2022 
 
LSB Members to complete their skills audit and return it to RH by 1st June 2022 
 
ES to provide parents/ showcase dates to LSB as soon as these dates have been 
determined. 
 
DG to contact ES re potential training opportunity via Just Drop In 
 
NB to provide graphic data progress information for the next LSB. 
 

 
 

Part one of the meeting ended at 18.25 Governors moved to the Part 2 confidential agenda 
and teaching staff left the meeting 
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